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That Time I got Reincarnated as a Slime 12
Catalogue of Books in the Jamaica Plain Branch
Library of the Boston Public Library
Luca and Abel have been rounded up to work on the
construction of a government research facility, but it's actually
a trap to identify carriers! The National Grainelier Special
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Education and Research Institute chair, Nicolas, has laced
the water with an herbicide that's harmless to humans but
disastrous to seed carriers. With suspicion hanging heavy
over the young men, will Luca's secret be discovered?

Clive Barker's Books of Blood
On a whim, high school third-year Yuzuru Shino asks out firstyear Toji Seryo, who is notorious for being a weeklong
lover—he’ll date the first girl to ask him out Monday morning
and then promptly dump her by the following Monday! The
boys start dating, and by Tuesday, the first inklings of
attraction hit. Can these two put words to their feelings before
Monday comes, or are old habits too hard to break? -- VIZ
Media

Il Decameron
When Hanako loses a cherished memento, Taro finds himself
out in the cold as he pulls out all the wrong stops to try and
find a happy resolution. Narumi and Hirotaka offer what
support they can while deepening their own relationship, but
their help can only go so far As for Naoya and Ko, perceptive
onlookers nudge the pair to close what little distance remains
between them, but will they get the hints?

Ten Count, Vol. 2 (Yaoi Manga)
Welcome to Murakumo Inn, a curious establishment that
opens its doors to the troubled masses, human or otherwise.
But to pay for the stay, the equally curious innkeeper takes
payment only in the form of one's deepest secretsWho will
come calling today?
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Yarichin Bitch Club
Coyote has lived his entire life hiding the fact that he’s a
werewolf, while Marleen, a pianist at a local bar, is the secret
successor to the mafia family hunting Coyote’s kind. When
Coyote unexpectedly goes into heat, the two form a deep
bond that only serves to further escalate the feud. Now that
the werewolves have decided to dismantle the mafia once
and for all, Coyote must choose between love and family. But
when his next heat overcomes him, who will he run to? -- VIZ
Media

Ten Count, Vol. 5 (Yaoi Manga)
In an extracurricular experience gone hilariously wrong,
innocent Takashi Tono accidentally joins a club of young men
who put the “dick” in “valedictorian.” At an all-boys’
boarding school deep in the mountains, hapless transfer
student Takashi Tono joins the Photography Club, only to
learn too late that the club’s main extracurricular activity is
offering its sexual services to the student body! Now that
Takashi’s surrounded by bedroom aces, can this virgin
survive a day, much less the whole school year, as part of the
school’s most lascivious club? Poor Takashi Tono, who
joined his all-boys school’s Photography Club unaware that
the group’s main extracurricular activity is offering its sexual
services to the student body, also learns that his crush
Yacchan isn’t the angelic idol everyone thought! While still
reeling from the revelation, Tono also has to reconcile with
the fact that fellow first-year Yu Kashima doesn’t just want to
fake-date as a front to fool the sex-happy club—he wants to
date for real!
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Cat Ninja (Cat Ninja Book 1)
Corporate secretary Shirotani suffers from obsessivecompulsive disorder. One day he meets Kurose, a therapist
who offers to take him through a ten-step program to cure him
of his compulsion. As the two go through each of the ten
steps, Shirotani’s attraction to his counselor grows. -- VIZ
Media

Women in Love
Ten Count, Vol. 3 (Yaoi Manga)
Seeing Kurose for the first time in two months, Shirotani takes
a big step forward in their relationship—and his treatment—by
kissing Kurose’s hand when asked. Then, after Kurose fails
to invite him home, Shirotani chases after him! Could this
new, more impulsive side of Shirotani signal a new phase in
their tumultuous relationship? -- VIZ Media

1Q84
Sparks fly in this spinoff of Secret XXX featuring Shouhei’s
older brother Shizuma and Mito’s younger brother Minato
after a drunken fling! Shizuma only drank that night to forget
his heartbreak. He didn’t intend to also forget Minato, the onenight stand who soothed his broken heart. And since
Minato’s not one to be forgotten, he hatches a plan of
seduction…and revenge! Recently dumped and very straight,
Shizuma tries to drink his sorrow away, only to wake up being
spooned by a man! When he explains to Minato, his drunken
fling, that he doesn’t remember a thing about their night
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together, Minato secretly vows to seduce him again—and then
dump him as revenge! But even the best-laid plans can go
awry when Cupid has his way.

Aoharu X Machinegun
The Encyclopedia of Food Sciences and Nutrition, Second
Edition is an extensively revised, expanded and updated
version of the successful eight-volume Encyclopedia of Food
Science, Food Technology and Nutrition (1993). Comprising
ten volumes, this new edition provides a comprehensive
coverage of the fields of food science, food technology, and
nutrition. Every article is thorough in its coverage, the writing
is succinct and straightforward, and the work presents the
reader with the best available summary and conclusions on
each topic. Easy to use, meticulously organized, and written
from a truly international perspective, the Encyclopedia is an
invaluable reference tool. An essential item on the bookshelf
for every scientist or writer working in the fields of food and
nutrition. * Contains over 1,000 articles covering all areas of
food science and nutrition * Edited and written by a
distinguished international group of editors and contributors *
Includes 'Further Reading' lists at the end of each article * A
complete subject index contained in one volume * Extensive
cross-referencing * Many figures and tables illustrate the text,
with a color plate section in each volume

Seven Days: Monday–Sunday (Yaoi Manga)
While out on the town with Kurose, Shirotani daydreams
about the younger man kissing him. His desire quickly
overcomes his phobia of human touch, and he gives himself
over to his counselor’s hands for relief. Watch as the
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relationship between the corporate secretary and his
counselor continues to boil over in this story of love and
therapy. -- VIZ Media

Love Stage!!, Vol. 3 (Yaoi Manga)
Escape Journey, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
The long-awaited magnum opus from Haruki Murakami, in
which this revered and bestselling author gives us his
hypnotically addictive, mind-bending ode to George Orwell's
1984. The year is 1984. Aomame is riding in a taxi on the
expressway, in a hurry to carry out an assignment. Her work
is not the kind that can be discussed in public. When they get
tied up in traffic, the taxi driver suggests a bizarre 'proposal' to
her. Having no other choice she agrees, but as a result of her
actions she starts to feel as though she is gradually becoming
detached from the real world. She has been on a top secret
mission, and her next job leads her to encounter the
superhuman founder of a religious cult. Meanwhile, Tengo is
leading a nondescript life but wishes to become a writer. He
inadvertently becomes involved in a strange disturbance that
develops over a literary prize. While Aomame and Tengo
impact on each other in various ways, at times by accident
and at times intentionally, they come closer and closer to
meeting. Eventually the two of them notice that they are
indispensable to each other. Is it possible for them to ever
meet in the real world?

Lectures On Computation
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What's So Funny About Getting Old
She could pay him to date her, but she'd rather win his heart!
Dear Valentine, You caught me with another man. Please
forgive me if you can. It's not how it looks, I'm still your
greatest fan. Host club owner Jin has a secret. Tragedy he
has oft met. Who is behind his broken heart? What will
Ryunosuke from Jin get? Be mine! Everyone thinks 16-yearold Ryoko has weird taste in guys because she can't stop
drooling over Ryu, the strong silent type who sits next to her
in class. When she discovers he works for a host club--where
women actually pay men to date them--will she finally wise
up? Or will he leave his job to be with her? Or will she take a
job at the club so he can quit so she can be with him so?
Only one thing's for sure in B.O.D.Y. --you can't put a price on
love!

Priapus
Tachibana is up against her most dangerous opponent yet as
the first round of the TGC begins. Midori is a veteran survival
gamer whose shared past with Matsuoka could spell defeat
before the first shots are fired. Tachibana's out for revenge,
but also in it for herself-if she can prove she's a valuable
asset to the team by helping take down their rivals, surely
she'll be safe letting Matsuoka and Yukimura in on her
secret? Which team will win this game when neither can
afford to lose!?

Given, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
Graineliers
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"I will take your most revolting secrets with open arms." The
troubled masses, human or otherwise, are always welcome at
Murakumo Inn. Payment is accepted in only one form-your
darkest secrets. The main dish for this evening isSpider's
past?! Enjoy the hospitality of the mysterious inn as you feast
upon tonight's banquet of otherworldly tales

The Oxford English Dictionary
In a world where the seeds of plants are imbued with various
powers both great and small, young Luca makes ends meet
by illegally cultivating and selling rare specimens. But anyone
caught engaging in this activity without the qualifications of a
government-sanctioned Grainelier does so at the price of their
freedom. So when the security forces come calling, Luca
assumes they're onto himbut it's actually his shut-in father,
Christophe, they're after! Sent running to safety by
Christophe, Luca escapes with a few rare and powerful seeds
pressed into his handbut will they do anything but make
Luca's path a thorny one?

The History and Adventures of the Renowned
Don Quixote,3
The classic Heath translation, in a completely new layout with
plenty of space and generous margins. An affordable but
sturdy student and teacher sewn softcover edition in one
volume, with minimal notes and a new index/glossary.

Wotakoi: Love is Hard for Otaku 4
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Graineliers
It is rumored that Touji Seryou, one of the more popular boys
at school, would go out with anyone who asks him out on a
Monday morning. But on this particular Monday morning, the
first person he meets at the school gate is no other than
Yuzuru Shino, Seryou's sempai at the archery club. On a
whim, and well-aware of Seryou's reputation, Shino asks
Seryou to go out with him. Thinking that it will be treated as a
joke, they're both guys after all, imagine Shino's surprise
when Seryou takes him up on the offer! There is a catch,
though. While Seryou does go out with the first girl who asks
him out on a Monday morning, the other side of the coin is by the end of the week, he will break up with that person. In
essence, Seryou is a lover with a one-week expiration date.
But will Shino prove to be the exception to that rule?

Therapy Game, Vol. 1
It’s Naoto’s first day of college, and the last person he
expected to see was his high school ex Taichi, whom he’d
dumped after a huge argument. Even though years have
passed, Naoto finds he’s still steamed over some of the
harsh words that were exchanged, but he also recognizes
how much Taichi has matured since then and can’t help
getting pulled back in. Will the discovery of his friend’s crush
on Taichi fray the fragile threads of this mending relationship?
-- VIZ Media

Ten Count, Vol. 6 (Yaoi Manga)
Izumi Sena is an average guy born into a family of famous
celebrities. A college student and total otaku, he works hard
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every day with the goal of someday becoming a manga
creator. Popular actor Ryoma Ichijo confesses his love to him,
but Izumi makes him promise they’ll start off as friends.
Strangely, it’s Izumi who can’t seem to stop thinking about
Ryoma—and they aren’t all innocent thoughts! What happens
when a reporter gets the dirt on Ryoma’s crush?! And will
Ryoma’s patience finally be rewarded with a night of steamy
love? -- VIZ Media

Graineliers
Shirotani begins opening his heart to Kurose, until the
counselor suddenly tells him that their sessions are over.
Shocked, Shirotani withdraws into his home, refusing to
leave. Then, out of the blue, Kurose texts him and asks to
see him. What will Shirotani do when he finds out the secret
Kurose has been hiding from him this entire time? -- VIZ
Media

Ten Count
Beware, villains! Cat Ninja may appear to be nothing more
than a silly internet meme. But he is evil's greatest enemy,
and the silent master of Kat Fu and carpet scratching! From
Epic! Originals, Cat Ninja is a hilarious graphic novel series
about a lovable cat with a heroic alter-ego. Raised from a
kitten by a kindly old ninja master, Claude now spends his
days as the pampered house cat of an eleven-year-old boy.
But when trouble arises, Claude dons his mask and springs
into action as Cat Ninja--Metro City's secret protector! In Book
1 of the series, follow our feline hero's early exploits as he
tries to keep his secret identity under wraps while thwarting
the evil plans of slimy thugs, rampaging robots, and a certain
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rodent nemesis who lives under the same roof!

Yarichin Bitch Club, Vol. 3
A New Statesman best book of the year | New York Times
Editors' Choice pick A Financial Times best economics book
of 2019 An accessible, story-driven look at the future of the
global economy, written by a leading expert To predict our
future, we must look to the extremes. So argues the
economist Richard Davies, who takes readers to the margins
of the modern economy and beyond in his globe-trotting
book. From a prison in rural Louisiana where inmates
purchase drugs with prepaid cash cards to the poorest major
city on earth, where residents buy clean water in plastic bags,
from the world’s first digital state to a prefecture in Japan
whose population is the oldest in the world, how these
extreme economies function—most often well outside any
official oversight—offers a glimpse of the forces that underlie
human resilience, drive societies to failure, and will come to
shape our collective future. While the people who inhabit
these places have long been dismissed or ignored, Extreme
Economies revives a foundational idea from medical science
to turn the logic of modern economics on its head, arguing
that the outlier economies are the place to learn about our
own future. Whether following Punjabi migrants through the
lawless Panamanian jungle or visiting a day-care for the
elderly modeled after a casino, Davies brings a storyteller’s
eye to places where the economy has been destroyed,
distorted, and even turbocharged. In adapting to
circumstances that would be unimaginable to most of us, the
people he encounters along the way have helped to pioneer
the economic infrastructure of the future. At once personal
and keenly analytical, Extreme Economies is an epic
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travelogue for the age of global turbulence, shedding light on
today’s most pressing economic questions.

Catalog of Luso-Brazilian Material in the
University of New Mexico Libraries
Covering the theory of computation, information and
communications, the physical aspects of computation, and
the physical limits of computers, this text is based on the
notes taken by one of its editors, Tony Hey, on a lecture
course on computation given b

Seven Days
Phantom Tales of the Night 3
One bonus of getting older is that it gives us a great
perspective on life and that includes plenty of humor! This
collection of cartoons, quips, quotes, and insights introduces
a new comedy genre: elderhumor. It captures the wry hilarity
of our real-life sitcoms. Generational vocabulary gaps,
miscommunications, preoccupation with health and comforts,
foibles, disguises (for aging), even physical limitations -- all
can have their funny sides when we're laughing at ourselves.
One bonus of getting older is that it gives us a great
perspective on life and that includes plenty of humor! This
collection of cartoons, quips, quotes, and insights introduces
a new comedy genre: elderhumor. It captures the wry hilarity
of our real-life sitcoms. Generational vocabulary gaps,
miscommunications, preoccupation with health and comforts,
foibles, disguises (for aging), even physical limitations -- all
can have their funny sides when we're laughing at ourselves.
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This book, a light-hearted gift for anyone who's 50-plus, is a
memoryjogger too. Remember the Katzenjammer Kids? Jack
Armstrong? Apple Mary? Check out your friends' ages by
their responses to a "Vanishing Words" test (examples:
"spider," "broomstick skirt," "running board," "the shag"). If
you're still calling the refrigerator an "icebox," it's a giveaway
-- you're probably over 60. What's So Funny about Getting
Old? is brought to you by a comedy team of two. Ed Fischer
is an award-winning cartoonist. Jane Thomas Noland, author
of Laugh It Off (what's so funny about trying to lose weight?)
is a books editor and a former Minneapolis Star Tribune
feature writer. Both have delicious ways of looking at life.
Both, like all the rest of us, are getting older. Laughter heals.
Laughter helps. Laughter keeps us in shape emotionally and
physically. Read this book and try it. You'll be convinced, as
these authors are, that there's only one way to grow older -with a healthy sense of humor!

Commentaries on the Laws of England
AN INEVITABLE CRUSADE With the help of Queen Ramiris,
the children are now in stable condition and should lead
normal lives, much to Rimuru’s relief. But all is not well… In
fact, there are forces of humankind in this fantasy world that
do not look kindly upon a slime-led nation of monsters. And
now, insidious threats to Rimuru and the country of Tempest
may be lurking around every corner!

Extreme Economies
Phantom Tales of the Night
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Gay manga at its best: Mentaiko's humorous and highly erotic
stories enjoy popularity in Japan and worldwide. Bruno
Gmnder publishes his works for the first time in English,
making it available to a larger audience.

Encyclopedia of Food Science and Nutrition
Shirotani and Kurose continue to grow ever closer as a
couple. One day, while out on a date with Kurose, Shirotani
runs into Ueda, the woman responsible for triggering his
germophobia. The encounter causes emotions Shirotani has
long buried to surface. Will this be the catalyst that drives
Shirotani to once and for all allow number ten on his list? -VIZ Media

Ten Count, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
Carried off to Grainelier Headquarters on suspicion of being a
harmful seed carrier, Luca finds himself at the mercy of
Special Researcher Nicolas. But Nicolas and his ilk are not
what they seem, and in an unexpected turn of events, Luca
ends up posing as a fellow Institute researcher in order to fly
under the radaras well as sharing rooms with Nicolas!
Meanwhile, Abel, driven to rescue his childhood friend, takes
up with anti-Grainelier group Insecte. But when a certain
incident lands him in a life-and-death situation, Abel will need
to focus on saving his own skin first!

Coyote, Vol. 2 (Yaoi Manga)
In an extracurricular experience gone hilariously wrong,
innocent Takashi Tono accidentally joins a club of young men
who put the “dick” in “valedictorian.” At an all-boys’
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boarding school deep in the mountains, hapless transfer
student Takashi Tono joins the Photography Club, only to
learn too late that the club’s main extracurricular activity is
offering its sexual services to the student body! Now that
Takashi’s surrounded by bedroom aces, can this virgin
survive a day, much less the whole school year, as part of the
school’s most lascivious club? Innocent Takashi Tono has
survived with virginity intact for over a month in his all-boys
school's Photography Club, a group whose main
extracurricular activity is offering its sexual services to the
student body. An annual camping trip brings Takashi into
close contact with the friendlier members of the club, but he
only has eyes for his crush Yacchan! Could a night out in the
woods be the perfect place to finally make his move?

B.O.D.Y.
Ritsuka Uenoyama is bored with it all—with school, with his
basketball club, and even with his one true passion: playing
guitar. That is, until the day he finds his favorite hidden
napping spot occupied by a strange boy cradling a brokenstringed guitar. At first, Uenoyama is nonplussed by Mafuyu
Sato and his slightly odd behavior, but when, on a whim, he
asks Mafuyu to sing, the power of that song pierces him to
the core. -- VIZ Media

Euclid's Elements
Contrasts between the relationships of two sisters, Ursula and
Gudrun, and their love affairs with Birkin and Gerald.
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